
  

South Beach Bubbles - Amazing Giant Soap Bubbles! 

Now distributed by Invento! 

 

The products from South Beach Bubbles are the perfect introduction to the world of 

giant soap bubbles. The magic of giant soap bubbles happens when children play 

outdoors with their family and friends under the sunshine. In no time, electronic 

devices are forgotten, except for using them to capture incredible photos and videos! 

Effective immediately, Invento is the official distribution partner of South Beach 

Bubbles for Germany and Austria. 

 

South Beach Bubbles products create enormous, colourful, and long-lasting soap 

bubbles. The bubble solution is "Made in the USA," ensuring top quality. It is diluted 

with water and functions reliably. Additionally, it is non-toxic, environmentally 

friendly, and biodegradable. 

 

The current Invento range consists of three complete sets with handheld wands and 

bubble solution, as well as a pack of three bubble solution refills. The Unicorn and 

Space editions also include 8 surprising stickers for the wands (Unicorn: 8 colour-

changing stickers, Space: 8 Glow-in-the-Dark stickers).      

 

All items are easy and safe to use, providing immediate success for children, even 

preschoolers. They are supported by a "Tips & Tricks" brochure available for 

download and numerous instructional videos. 

 

Giant soap bubbles are a perfect activity for children in gardens, parks, beaches, or 

various occasions like birthday parties. They guarantee mega fun outdoors, reduce 

screen time, and improve coordination and motor skills. 

 

The bubble solution can also be used with other bubble toys, such as bubble 

machines, bubble cannons, or bubble swords. If there is leftover bubble solution, it 

actually becomes stronger as it rests, creating even bigger and longer-lasting bubbles 

during the next play session. 

 

In retail, the presentation of giant soap bubbles is supported by attention-grabbing 

and highly attractive floor displays. 
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